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EXECUTIVE SUIHARY

I GENERAL

The joint Army/ravy Marine Corps Off-Shore Discharge of Containership I and II
|2

_ (OSDOC I and II) Test/Evaluation exercises were conducted in 1970 and 1972, re-

spectively, in order to explore through test and evaiuation various techniques
for unloading a containership moored offshore using full-scale equipment in a real

I environbent. The primary difficulty encountered throughout the test was the in-

ability to accurately place te container in the lighter. Two of the problem

areas identified were the swinging of a container suspended from a crane operating

on a ship or barge in a seaway and the potential for impacts of the container

, when the crane lowers it onto the deck of a lighter responding independently to

the seaway.

(1 This report sumarizes various approaches and concepts for controlling con-

Itainer swing and impact caused by wave induced motion and examines the technical

feasibility of two specific and promising methods: the rider block tag line sys-

ten (RBTS) and shock absorbing spreader bar (SASB). Conclusions and recocenda-

tions are provided.
II CONTAINER CONTROL

i The container motions have been divided into two parts: the motion of the

container suspension point plus swinging of the container on its cable beneath

the suspension point. Notion of the suspension point can be minimized by reducing

the distance between the suspension point and the centers of roll and pitch of

the. psatform on which the crane is mounted. This can be accomplished by the

RBTS shown in Figure 1, which allows the effective boom length to be reduced,

3 which in turn increases the accuracy of load placement.

!
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Figure 1. Rider Block Tag Line System (RBTS)
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The RBTS is an extrapolation of the power tag line accessory to a crane.

The tag lines in the boom topping plane are made more effective by reeving
through sheaves at the end of transverse outriggers. Instead of attaching to the

hoist block, they are attached to a separate "rider" block. The effective boes-

tip is the location of the rider block, so long as all the rigging lines are in

j tension. The transverse separation allows the load to be held in the topping

plane. The rider block allows the hoist block to enter a container cell without

rubbing of lines against the coaming.

I The RBTS provides the operator a convenient, precise method to move the load

radially thus reducing the amount of boom topping necessary during an operation.

The position of the rider block can be changed without topping the boom. Topping

adjustments are tedious and time consuming, because of the many parts of line

Iunder high tension usually found in the topping rigging.

ISwinging of the load is reduced by the RBTS shown in Figure 1, since the

effective length of the load suspension line is reduced by the amount the sus-

I pension point is lowered. This has been shown not only to make less energy avail-

able for pendulation, but also to shift the natural period of the pendulation

away from the range of periods for typical containership roll and pitch notion.

Swinging of the load out of the boom topping plane or tilting of the topping

plane produces transverse bending moments in the booms of conventional land

cranes. Land cranes are not designed to accept these moments. The RBTS described

in this report absorbs these out-of-plane forces, so that the boom is loaded only

in compression, for which ft is designed.

j III IMPACT

When a container is transferred to a lighter alongside, the impact velocity

I is the difference between crane hook motion and the motion of the placeent point

Vii
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on the lighter deck. By providing impact attenuation integral to the crane, the

operator no longer has to be as concerned with ship/lighter movements, and there-

fore, container transfer cycle times can be improved under adverse sea conditions.

At is shown that the horsepower required to eliminate impacts by synchronizing

these motions is at least comparable to the total horsepower requireJ for all the

I other crane fiunctions.

An SASB for relieving this impact passively is shown in Figure 2. The frame

is attached to the hoist block of the crane wth a four leg bridle. Corner locks

I mounted on the frames engage and support a container. Panels are hioged to each

side of the frame. Two pemmtic/hydraulic shock absorbers are mounted on each

panel. The shock absorber ram are pinned to a landing skid at their lower end.

-7Each end of each panel locks to the lower corner fittings of the container,
I

so that the frame and panels are braced by the structures of the container. An

1 actuator rotates the panels between their operating position ard their cell inser-

tion position.

In operation the spreader is lowered onto a container for transfer and the

- upper locks engage. The crane-will lift the container using the spreader. While

the load is moving to its placement point, the panels are rotated and the lower

locks engaged into the container corner fittings. Then the operator lowers the

container onto the placement oint. As contact is made, additional hoist line is

quickly veered so that subsequent motions of the placement point and crane will

not lift the container from the deck.

IV CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this st.d, the RBTS and SASS are promising concepts for

container control and impact attenuation when offloading at sea using a conven-

I tional revolving boom crane. In addition to controlling the container, the RSTS

viii
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I will help to absorb the out-of-plane forces induced by swinging of the container

or tilting of the crane so that the boom (mainly a compression structure) contin-

ues to be loaded only in compression rather than experiencing bending loads.

j Since the RBTS reduces the amount of boom topping, cycle time will be reduced

yielding a more efficient operation. A minimum amount of modification to conven-

5 tional cranes would be required to incorporate the RBTS. The modifications

mainly consist of two winches, associated wire rope, and a special configurationi
of blocks.

j The SASB is heavy, complex, and costly in comparison to conventional spreader

bars, but it may be less expensive and complex than active synchronization of the

1 container and landing craft motion. The employment of the SASB would reduce :ycle

time since the operator could be less concerned with lowering the load to minimize

impact.

j V RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to validate the concepts herewithin reported, the following are

I recommended:

1. A critical experiment should be conducted, employing a small (50 ton) crane

outfitted with the RBTS, to demonstrate feasibility and ascertain design

I criteria.

2. A full-scale RBTS should be designed and fabricated for a Container

Offloading and Transfer System (COTS) crane.

3. The crane with the RBTS should be mounted on a representative platform and

comprehensively tested at sea.

4. Development of the SASB should be deferred until other COTS investigations

are completed.

i
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SECTION T

INTRODUCTON

The development of the shipping container represents a major innovation in

the world merchant marine since World War II. Since the Department of Defense

I(DOD) Sealift depends heavily on merchant shipping, DOD components must be able
to employ these containers and their specially constructed ships in military

logistics. The joint Amy/Navy Marine Corps Off-Shore Discharve of %.ontainership

j I and II (OSDOC I and II) Test/Evaluation exercises were conducti in 1970 and

1972, respectively. The objective was to test and evaluate various technique-

I for unloading a containership moored offshore using full-scale equipment in a

real environment. The primary difficulty encountered throughout the test was

the inability to accurately place the container in the lighter. Two of the prob-

j lem areas identified were the wave-induced swinging of a container suspended from

a crane operating on a ship or barge in a seaway and the potential impacting of

I the container when the crane lowers it onto the deck of a lighter responding in-

dependently to the seaway.

This report addresses these two problem areas. Background information is

given and potential concepts to alleviate container motion and impact are identi-

fiad. Two specific concepts, the rider block tag line system (RBTS) and shock

absorbing spreader bar (SASB) are examined in detail.

F 1-1-
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SECTION II

U BACKGROUND

Much of the material used in future military operations will be shipped in

ISO cargo containers (8'x8'x20'&8'x8'x40'). Amphibious beach operations and

advanced bases must be prepared to handle these containers. Techniques for unload-

ing containerships offshore and moving their containers across the beach for stor-

age are being developed.

jStudies by both Army and Navy have produced several concepts using cranes

on ships or floating platforms to unload containerships in an open sea environment.

The OSDOC I and II exercises were conducted in order to evaluate various concepts

for discharging containers from a containership in the absence of port terminals.

IMost U. S. Flag containerships are non-selfsustaining. A major part of the

military problem is the quick installation of mobile cranes on containerships to

make them selfsustaining or cranes on platforms/hulls to serve as floating cranes/

piers after they are deployed to forward areas. In either mode the cranes must be

i |capable of functioning in an offshore environment. Furthermore, quantitative

considerations suggest that to avoid excessive peacetime idle investments in war

reserve inventories of special cranes, and yet be able to obtain them quickly

from the commercial sector when needed, these cranes should essentially be

standard commercial mobile cranes capable of adapting with insignificant

alterations.

2.1 CRANE RATING

f Modern commercial cranes are relatively complex structures. They are care-

fully designed to direct the forces of the suspended load along well controlled

structural paths. This requires that the direction of the load vector be nearly

constant and that its magnitude vary smoothly.

2-1
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Three areas are readily recognized as having critical significance when

Z
considering the operation of a crane, designed for land-based use, on a floating

platform: the boom, the lines, and the slewing drive.

Coniercial cranes of the size that would be required for the Container Off-

loading and Transfer System (COTS) virtually always use a truss structure for the

boom. The truss structure is readily taken apart for transport, yet its strength

to weight ratio is very high for axially compressive loads. However, its ability

to sustain lateral loading is much lower, both for concentrated loads and dis-

tributed loads due to wave motion, induced gravity and inertia forces as the boom

leans and sways on a floating platform (i.e., out of plane motion). Analytic

results of the effects of side loading on boom stresses are presented in

Reference 1.

The effects of abrupt load variations on the crane suspension lines are

well known. Abrupt increases in line tension "snap" the line into transverse

standing waves. Abrupt decreases in line tension to small values can produce

that twisted snarl called a hockle.

The shafts, bearings and gears of the slewing drive as well as the slewing

pivot structure itself are designed to accelerate the mass of the crane around

a stationary vertical axis with a smoothly varying overturning mcment. In ooera-

tion at sea, all these parts will experience larger stresses due to the tilting

and acceleration of the slewing axis by the wave action on the ship. In ad-

dition, the stresses are periodic, so that in a relatively short time at sea a

large number of cycles can be accumulated, introducing fatigue as a factor to be

considered.

Many of the problems posed by using a crane designed for shore work at sea

may be met by suitably de-rating the design load capacity of the crane.

2-2i



That is, suitable tolerances for offshore operation of a crane are obtained by

jreducing its land rated load capacity. In general, the ratio of offshore load

capacity to land operation load capacity of a crane is its de-rating factor. In

| practice, it is more complicated, but this need not be elaborated here as it is

not pertinent to the purpose of this report.

2.2 LOAD PENDULATION

A load suspended from a crane afloat will swing and, depending on the various

excitation and response frequencies, the swinging may become excessive. This will

I result in dynamic loads in directions for which the land rated crane has not been

designed. Lateral loading on the boom, i.e. perpendicular to the vertical axis,%I
introduces bending in a member designed mainly for compression. Overstressed chord

Imembers on the latice boom tend to fail suddenly and catastrophically by buckling.
The tendency to swing was observed in the OSDOC I exercise, where it was

Iobserved even under sea states less than 1. As many as 12 tag line handlers

were unable to restrain the large 8 ft by 8 ft by 20 ft containers (Ref. 2).

These findings were repeatedly confirmed in OSDOC II (Ref. 3). Although the

skill and experience of the crane operator were significant factors in successfully

transferring containers, nevertheless, unrestrained loads suspended in even saall

seas swung severely, Fig. 2-1. Tag line handlers working without !Tnefit of cleats

to take the strain of the swinging load sometimes were forced to abandon the task

in order to avoid injury. When cleats were available, tne pendulation could be

j reduced, but minor damage still resulted on occasion, Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4.

It has also been observed that holding a tag line firm on a cleat in a landing

Icraft couples the craft's motion into the suspended load and produces results
opposite from those intended.

The cramped space on a barge or craft further limits the effectiveness of

I
1 2-
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Figure 2-3. MILVAII Striking Pilothouse of Navy LCV 1610 Class
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handlers. In the small space, the tag lines must be so nearly vertical that only

f a small portion of the handlers' strength and weight can act to restrain the

horizontal motion of the load. Restraining even small amounts of swinging of a

20-ton container requires tag line forces well beyond hu"an capacity (i.e., one

to four stevedores).I Not only does the swinging load endanger people and equipment, but also total

crane transfer cycle time is increased. Pendulation, coupled with the few inches

clearance, made insertion of a spreader bar (3000 lbs weight) into a container cell

dificult and slow. Spreader insertion averaged over 20 percent of the total cargo

transfer cycle. Lowering a container (5-20 tons) into a cell took half again as

long as insertion of the spreader (3000 lbs) alone. Other less close tolerance

work, such as lowering containers into ar LCJ is also delayed as the operator tries

to avoid a lateral impact of the container with a somewhat damageable part of the

craft.

2.3 CONTAINER IMPACT

The operator of a crane on land is able to control the speed with

which the load is set upon its support. When the crane is afloat and lowers

a load onto a separate hull, the relative motion of the hulls due to their

different responses to the seaway introduces impact speeds over which the crane

operator has less control. The shock loads imposed by abrupt impact endanger

the container, its contents, the deck the container is being lowered onto and

even the crane itself.

2.3.1 DMAGE SURVEY

Ref. 4 indicates the severity of this problem. It reports a survey of

the damage sustained by a sample of nearly 11,000 containers in routine handling

2-8
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by experienced crane operators working at dockside where ship motion is insigni-

tficant. The sample included operations on 14 ships. Over 10 percent of the

containers handled on containerships were damaged. This probably represents the

least level of damage that may be expected using good equipment in a favorable

environment. Nearly 20 percent of the containers were damaged when they were

handled on a conventional ship that was only partially converted for containerized

cargo. One may infer, then, that containers are more susceptible to dam.aoe

when handled by equipment not well designed for the task and environnent.

I2.3.2 EXPECTED IMPACT SPEED

Evaluating the relative motion and impact absorbing concept described in

this study posed two problems. On the one hand, an estimate of the range of

impact velocities that a container was likely to encounter in offshore transfer

operations was needed, and on the other hand, the impact velocity that a loaded

Icontainer might reasonably be expected to sustain without damage was also needed.
These problems were addressed in References 5 and 6. A mathematical model ofI
the responses of an Attack Cargo Ship, LKA-113 ard a Mechanized Landing Craft,

I LCM-8 to a seaway is developed in the study described in those reports.

The impact speed of a container being landed on the deck af a lighter

depends on the configuration of the crane as well as the vessel characteristics

and sea state. For the purposes of this report, the relative displacement,

velocity, and acceleration in heave tabulated in Table II of Ref. 6 were selected

for baseline design evaluation, namely:

Displacement 22.0 ft

Velocity 21.4 ft/sec., and

Acce -.ratior. 20.6 ft.Isec./_.ec.

2-9
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i - These values are the double amplitude of simple harm-onic motion. The

baseline maximumr impact speed was set at 10.7 feet per second.

2.3.3. ACCEPTABLE IM PACT LOADIING

|Estimating the impact loading that containers may be expected to with-

stand without damage is harder because of the variation in comercial design

practice. An acceptable impact speed of 7.5 feet/second was selected in Ref. 6

based on one estimate of 5 feet/second and another of 10 feet/second.

For this study, several domestic container manufacturers were asked to

I comment on their impact design standards. No actual impact data were received.

Some subjective comments were offered, however,

* That some container components are designed for the stresses

encountered in 40 ft. containers. Twenty ft. cotainers therefore,

have an inherent strength reserve.

* That containers are transferred between offshore oil platforms

and service ships in areas like the Gulf of Alaska without undue

damage. However, the crane is on the stable platform.

That manufacturers design to exceed static safety factors recoaended

by The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (Ref. 7)

IThus, the manufacturer's safety factor at test time increases the

juser's safety factor in the field.

* The most commonly used test for load capacity is ISO Recomendation

I R668, Section 5.3, Test No. 2, which involves slowly lifting a

container by its four top corner fittings, and suspending it for at least

5 minutes before slowly lowering it to the ground. For the test, the

container is loaded until its gross weight is double the maxi-am rated

gross weight.

2-10
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3SECTION III

I COYTAIN(ER COUTROL

SThe overall proble of container transfer at sea includes the wtion of the

container placement point, in addition to the pendulation of the container from

i its suspension point and the motion of the suspension point itself. The ideal

-system would be able to perfor- the following functions:

* Synchronize with the motion of a container and pick it up;

j * Stabilize the container motion into a smooth trajectory in

inertial space unperturbed by the effects of sea state; and

S* Synchronize the container notion with the otion of the

placement plane and place the container at the desired poini.

The crane systeu, in addition, must be capable of a wide range of reach and

height variations suggested by Figures 3-5 thru 3-7.

3.1 THEORETICAL COMSIDERATIONS

* Some key concepts for sorting out alternative approaches can be devel.oped

by looking at some simple theory.

3.1.1 BOOM TIP MOTION

Figure 3-1 is a schematic diagram of a container suspended over the

side of a ship. The origin of coordinates is at the roll center of the ship.

The boom length is Lb and the suspension wire length is Lw . lien the ship

has no roll, the container is at location 1, the boom tip is at location a i . and

the boom heel is at position b . As the ship rolls through an angle 3, the boor

I tip moves to position a2, so that the new equilibrium position is at

I

1 3-1
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location 3, and the boom heel moves to position b2. The displacement components

of the container equilibrium position are given by

H = Xc (1-cos 0) + Yb sin e, (3-I)*

and

V = Xc sin 6 - Yb (1-cos 0),

where Yb is the initial height of the boom tip above the roll center, and Xc is

jthe reach of the container referred to the roll center as indicated.
If the length of the boom is increased by ALb then the displacements in-

crease as follows:

AU- sin 6 AL (3-2)
sin bV

and

AV (1-cos e) AL

That is, if two cranes are operating under identical conditions of reach and ship

roll, the horizontal motion of the crane with the longer boon will exceed the mo-

tion of the crane with the shorter boom, but the vertical motions of their loads

will be essentially the same for small amplitudes of ship roll.

3.1.2 PENDULATION ENERGY

If the ship rolls very slowly, then the container moves smoothly from

location 1 to location 3 effectively without pendulation. If, on the other

hand, the roll is more abrupt, the inertia of the container prevents any hor-

izontal motion while the inextensible suspension wire constrains vertical mo-

tion, so that the container moves to location 2, and then swings as a pendulum

through location 3. Pendulum motion is the exchange of potential energy at

jI
* The derivation of these equations and those that follow is shown in Appendix A.
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location 2, for kinetic energy at location 3, so the differen.e in height, U, is

a measure of the energy available for pendulation:

U L - L 2 - H2  (3-3)

The wire length, Lw , is simply the difference between the height of the

boom tip, Yb and the height of the container, Yc" Equation (3-1) shows that

the horizontal sway, H, depends on the total reach, Xc, the boom tip height, Yb'

and the ship roll, e. The crane designer has little or no control over Xc, Y'

or 6; these parameters are imposed on the design. The boom tip height, however,

is subject to design control. The sensitivity of the pendulation energy, U, to

the effective boom tip height is derived in Appendix A, where it is shown that 4

the least pendulation energy is available when

Y= {Xc l+sin2 0) tan 6/2 + 2Yc ) sec2 0. (3-4)

For small roll angles, equation (3-4) reduces to simply Y b 2Y It is further
shown in Appendix A that the pendulation energy increases as the square of the

ship roll amplitude; doubling the roll gives four-fold energy for pendulation.

3.1.3 PENDULATION PERIOD

Another consideration is the possibility of the pendulating container be-

ing in resonance with the platform roll period. The equation for the natural

period n of the container is the familiar pendulum equation

n = 27r$ W
E-

Where g is the acceleration due to gravity.

If 9 seconds is considered a lower bound for platform roll periods, then the

effective suspension wire length should be kept well below 66 feet.
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3.1.4 SYNCHRONIZATION HORSEPOWER

The ideal crane system described at the beginning of this section cancels

the crane motion at the container, producing a smooth trajectory for the transfer,

then synchronizes the container motion for placement on the moving lighter

deck. If suitable energy accumulators in a system for cancelling crane motion

and synchronizing with lighter motion are postulated, then energy is required

only to replace frictional and other losses in the system. In practice, however,

such accumulators are rarely implemented because of their cost, complexity and

inefficiency. It is appropriate, then, to inquire how much power would be

required to stabilize a container in a non-accumulating system.

Appendix B derives the equation (B-5) for calculating the peak horsepower

performed against gravity. Using the values in Section 2.3.5 (i.e., 11 ft. half

amplitude and 10.7 ft/sec velocity), an angular velocity of 0.97 radian/sec for

the motion is calculated. Substituting into equation B-5 the motion amplitude

and angular velocity, peak horsepower of approximately 870 is calculated to move a

20 long ton container against gravity. Since this is actual power required at the

, container, the prime move must be larger to account for system losses. The

preceeding indicate that a fully motion compensating crane will require a power

plant substantially larger than is normally available in a commercial crane.

For example, a Manitowoc 4100W horsepower ranges from 333 to 364 dependent upon

power plant selected.

3.2 BASIC CONCEPTS

The simple theoretical concepts presented in Section 3.1 lead to the

conclusion that the container transfer problem is best solved by reducing the

effective length of the boom and suspension wire coupled with some degree of

motion control.
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3.2.1 ARTICULATED BOOMS

Articulated booms ("cherry-pickers") seem t offer many advantages in

attacking the container problem. The articulated arm can reach right

into a cell. The length of the suspension wire can be made almost zero.

The arms, usually manipulated hydraulically, are easily incorporated into an

automatic servo control system. Even the spreader can be hydraulically

coupled to the boom so that its pitch and roll are controlled.

Hcwever, in spite of all these desirable qualities, commercially available

cranes are an order of magnitude away from the required capacity and reach.

Design of larger models is hampered by the stresses which accumulate due to the

large moments produced by the hydraulic actuators. Conceivably, these moments

might be relieved by a system of winches and cables acting to control the

articulation, but the ungainly result would require sposial development. The

arms of such a cherry-picker would approach and even exceed cross sectional dimen-

sions of crane boom of the same length.

3.2.2 TELESCOPING BOOMS

UTelescoping booms are the second common way to obtain variable effective

length. The operator can continually adjust the boom to obtain minimum length.

~ Unlike the articulated concept, a suspension line would be required for handling

containers. At long reach telescoping booms retain some of the pendulation prob-

lems of fixed length booms. These booms are not available in required capacity

Afor COTS container handling. Greater length (i.e., reach) capacity telescoping

booms would increase the boom and support structure. This concept, like the

cherry picker, would need a significant increase in the current state of the art.

3-6
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3.2.3 FIXED LENGTH TRUSS BOOM

The fixed length truss boom is the structure provided in large revolving

cranes. The boom length is variable, but only by disassembling and removing

truss sections, which represents a major interruption to the operator. The

truss structure is light in weight and very strong in axial compression.

Lifting moments are avoided by the topping support, which also allows variaticn

in effective reach by changing the boom angle.

3.2.4 MANUAL TAG LINES

The concept of attaching several lines to the spreader and assigning

deck hands to tend them and control the motion of the container was extensively

eval'.ated during OSDOC I, OSDOC II and particularly during the post

OSDOC II tests reported in Reference 8. Lines that were "too long" were

found to be hazardous. "Crossed" lines gave the handlers greater purchase in

close quarters. Cleats or bollards are necessary for manual tagline anchor

points, but even this is inadequate to control a 20-ton load. Considering the

experience of these tests, manually tended tag lines are inadequate, undesire-

able and extremely hazardous when placing containers in a lighter. On larger

ships they are of value in controlling only weights of a ton or so.

3.2.5 POWER TAG LINE

Addition of one or more winches on the crane, with the line(s) reeved for-

ward under the boom to the hoist block, produces the rigging used in the power

tag line accessory. When the load is thus suspended between the tag line and

hoist block it is prevented from swinging in the boom pivot plane. This concept

is applicable so long as both the hoist line and taa line are in tension.

IA
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The tag line is unable to constrain motion perpendicular to the boom

t topping plane. Nor is it able to reach into a container cell using conventional

rigging because the tag line will rub against the coaming of the cell.

3.3 RIDER BLOCK TAG LINE SYSTEM CONCEPT

Figure 3-2 shows the concept chosen for container control* which is an extrap-

-1 olatiorn of the power tag line crane concept. The tag lines in the boom topping

plane are made more effective by reeving through sheaves at the ends of transverse

outriggers. Instead of attaching to the hoist block, they are attached to a

I separate "rider" block. The effective boom-tip is the location of the rider

block, so long as all the rigging lines are in tension. The transverse separation

allows the load to be held in the topping plane. The rider block allows the hoist

block to enter a container cell thus eliminating the rubbing of lines against the

coaming.

I In Figure 3-2 the hoist line is reeved through the rider block (1) between

the crown sheave and hoist block. Two tag lines (2) attached to the rider block

are reeved over sheaves (3) mounted at the ends of transverse outriggers (4)

II extending from the crane, and then wound on the drums of the tag line winch. The

position of the rider-block along the hoist cable is controlled by the rider

line (5) which is reeved from the rider block, over the crown sheave and down along

the boom to the rider line winch drum. Figure 3-4 shows the rider block in greater

detail. It is fully articulated so that it can conform to the line of action of

each wire.

* An improvement on an unpublished concept by NAVFAC 1974. Shown in Figure 3-3.

3-8:1]
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Figure 3-5 illustrates a typical operation using this crane concept. The

boom is topped so that the crown sheave is somewhat farther from the crane than

the hoist block en the spreader, i.e., the rider block is pulled back from the

vertical. As the load is lifted, a component of its weight produces tension in

the two tag lines as well as the hoist line. The deflection of the hoist line

by the rider block produces a downward force component on the latter. The rider

line supports this force plus the weight of the rider block and any downward force

exerted by the tag lines. So long as the rider and tag lines are all in tension,

the position of the rider block is fixed relative to the crane.

For tag lines of equal length, the rider block position lies in the

topping plane. If the crane is tilted so that the load exerts a force component

on the rider block that is perpendicular to the topping plane, this force is re-

strained by the opposite tag line, with the result that the boom is not subject

to an out of plane moment.

The effective suspension point for the container is at the rider block.

Thus, the crane acts with an effective boom indicated by the dash line, A, shown

on Figure 3-5. By adjusting the length of the rider and tag lines the position

of the rider block can be moved to minimize pendulation for various conditions.

Figure 3-5 shows the rider block lowered for transferring a container to or

from a lighter. Figure 3-6 shows the rider block adjusted for working containers

stacked on deck.

Since the hoist lines pass through the rider block, the length of the

effective suspension line below the rider block can be varied without affecting

the rider block. Conversely, the rider block can be re-positioned without

3-12A
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I chancing the hoist line. Of course, two-blocking the hoist block, rider block,
and/or crown sheave must be avoided. Figure 3-7 shows the rider block being used 4

while handling containers within ceils without fouling the tag lines on the hatch

coarning. While the container is in a cell, it cannot pendulate due to the cell

guides; when it emerges, the suspension length is very short. Conversely, con-

ventional tag lines attached to the contairr are ineffective or fouled when en-

tering a container cell or pass over the side of a ship.

The position of the rider block can be changed without topping the bom.

.Topping adjustizents are tedious and tice consuming, because of the many parts of

line under high tension usually found in the topping rigging. The PSTS provides

the operator a convenient, precise mthod to move the load radially. Lifting

container A cn Figure 3-6 with a conventIonally rigged crane would reqire

skilled coordination of hoist and topping order to avoid the hazards of striking

the bWi or the adjacent container, even working on dry land. A small pull on

the tag lines, as shown on the figure, will lift container A slightly up and away

fro the stack with einimal hazard to the boom.

3.4 OPERATING LIflITS

The downward forces on the rider block due to its weight and the deflection

of the hoist line are supported by the rider line (5' and tag lines (2) showm on

Figure 3-2. As a result, there is a lower limit to positions that the rider

block will assum-e. If more line is paid cut, te rider block suspension will go

slack. The limiting trajectory for the rider block obeys the relation

0, + arctan cot(~}(-

where: a is the angular deflection of the tag lires below a horizontal plane as

shown on Figure 3-5, and
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0 is the angular deflection of the hoist line from the vertical, as shown

in Figure 3-5, and

X is the ratio of the weight of the rider block to the total load weight.

Figure 3-8 is a plot of a vs e for several values of X. For a given boom

length and pitch angle and outrigger geometry, one may calculate the lowest

trajectory of the rider block. When the angles a and 0 are laid out on the boom

pitch plane, their intersections define t'ie lower limit of rider block trajec-

tories: the contour of zero rider line tension.

Addition of the RBTS and its associated rigging applies new loads to the

existing structure and rigging. The size of these loads depends on the position

of the rider block. Therefore, the locus of acceptable rider block positions is

not only limited by the contour of zero rider line tension, but also the contours

of maximum safe load.

Contours of constant rider line force, topping force, boom compression and

tag line force are plotted on the boom pitch plane as Figures 3-9 through 3-12 res-

pectively. Each figure is drawn in four parts. Parts A, B, and C show the force

contours for a crane holding a 20-ton container on a 170-foot boom at elevations of

25, 50, and 75 degrees, respectively. Part D shows d 100 Foot boo at 251 dcgrc

for comparison. The forces in each tag line, rider line, topping and boom com-

pression were evaluated for various positions of the rider block, using program

CRANE, (Reference 9). Contour lines were interpolated through the loci of points
I

of constant magnitude of force for each of the three components mentioned above.

A useable rider block domain (working zone) was defined as follows. The lower

boundary (inaccessible zone) is formed by a contour through the locus of

points of zero rider line force, as defined by the curves on Figure 3-9. 4
3-17
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The upper boundary is delineated by the locus of points corresponding to aII rider line force of fifty thousand pounds. This value was selected because

larger values increase the working zone only slightly but th_ uspring constant"

of the rider block suspension becomes much larger. Inadvertent operator errors

may produce small incursions of the rider block into the upper boundary. The

overloads produced by crossing a 100,000 lb upper boundary limit are much larger 
A

than the overloads produced by a similar crossing of the 50,000 lb limit because
of this non-linearity. For any position selected within the working zone, the

reader may read directly or inte-polate the magnitude of the rider line force.

The tension in each line may be calculated by dividing the rider line force by the

number of parts in the rigging. Figures 3-10 thru 3-12 were drawn in a similar

manner as Figure 3-9. The working zone defined for Figure 3-9 is copied onto

these figures also.

. I Figures 3-10 and 3-12 show contours of constant topping line and tag line

force for rider block positions within the working zone. Figure 3-11 shows the

corresponding values of the compressive load in the boom.

I |Comparing parts A and 0 of each of these three figures shows that changing

the boom length changes the magnitude of the force contours without significatiy

altering their shape. This suggests that an operator who gets a "feel" for

operating the rider suspension on a crane with one boom length will be able to

quickly adapt to operation with another length boom.

I

I' I
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Is SECTIONl lV

IMPACT ABSORPTIONl

The container control concept presented in Section III allows the crane

operator to reduce the motion of the container suspension point and the swinging

of the container t!.at are produced by motion of a crane operating on a platform

in a seaway. The development of a concept for absorbing the relative velocity

of impact between a container and the placenent plane (i.e., a lighter deck) is

presented in this section.

4.1 BASIC CONCEPTS

For convenience in evaluating impact absorber concepts, they will be con-

sidered as an "accessoryu to a part of the container transfer syste. and classified

by the "part" to which they are "attached". Three base Opartso are available:

the container being transferred, the lighter receiving the container, and the

crane/platform perforzing the transfer.

4.1.1 COITAI14ER ACCESSORIES

A number of concepts can be advanced for impact absorbers to be used

as ccntainer accessories. Pads or cushions might bf built into the bottom

bLe,-Lue utg U utsuLitther, suchi -s cir begs similiar o t.iose proposed Tor

automobile dashboards. Or, damping legs can b built to extend froin the corner

posts. Special flooring could be inserted t isolate the contents of the con-

tainer from impacts of the container.

Common to all these concepts is the large ntrber of the which must be

stockpiled and transported to the offshore site. The number might be reduced

somewhat for devices that cc-ud be transferreG fron one container to another,

but the cost and nuisance (ti.1e) to recycle the devices must then be considered.

4-1
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I For these reasons, concepts were restricted to those which accomodate a standard

container and do not become a part of the container in use.

4.1.2 LIGHTER ACCESSORIES

There is a class of absorbers that are installed in the lighter ti

mitigate the impact of the container on the deck. These range from the simplest

of deck pads, a layer of used tires (Reft-ence WO), to devices that sense the

approaching container and reach up with a synchronizing motion to grasp the con-

tainer and lower it into plae. Like the container accessories, these devices

would have to be stockpiled for each lighter used in the operation. And a lighter

reassigned to a different task sight have to reove its 'accessory" and store it

before becoming available for t-,e new work. For this reason these concepts were

not pursued in this study.

4.1.3 CRANE/SHIP ACCESSORIES

the last class of impact absorber concepts are those that are attached

to the crane syste z in use. In this way the stockpile requirements are minimized;

only one is needed for each crane in operation. Since the spreader bar is a crane

accessory already in com-on use for interfacing a standard hoist block with a

standard container, it is only a short step to generalize to the idea of a shock

mitigating spreader bar.

4.2 M fATORY CHARACTERISTICS

Two classes of characteristics were established as eardatory criteria for

the shock mitigating spreader bar.

4.2.1 COMPATIBILITY

The absorber must perform all the functions of an ordinary spreader bar:

engage the corner fittings of tandard containers, be insertible into contain-

ership cells, have retractable corner/side guides to encage deck loaded containers.

i
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It must not require modification of the container, cell, crane, ship or

lighter.

4.2.2. FUNCTIONALITY

The absorber must be able to protect both the container and the lighter

deck from the effects of horizontal and vertical impact speeds. Table II in

Ref. 6 was used as the design standard for anticipated impact speeds: 10.5 feet

per second.

Specification of a maximum acceptable impact deceleration is more

difficult. Ref 7 describes a suggested dynamic loading procedure and standard,

but inquiries with several container manufacturers failed to reveal any actual

dynamic test data, or, indeed, that any manufacturer conducts dynamic tests at

all. However, all the manufacturers queried required design and test to the static

loading procedures described in Ref. 7. This calls for a container loaded to

twice its rated payload to withstand a smooth lifting and lowering over a 5 minute

time period.

On this basis, a 2-g impact load was accepted as a design standard:

l-g weight plus l-g deceleration.

One manufacturer commented that the component parts for their containers

are designed for the stresses applied when the parts are used in 40-foot

containers. Parts have a larger safety factor when they are used in 20-foot

containers.

4.3 SHOCK ABSORBING SPREADER BAR CONCEPT

Figure 4-1 is a sketch showing the major components of the shock absorbing

spreader bar concept (SASB). The frame (1) is attached to the hoist block of the

crane. Corner locks mounted on the frames engage and support a container. Pan- I

els (2) are hinged (3) to each side of the frame. Twc pneumatic/hydraulic shock
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absorbers (4) are mounted on each panel. The shock absorber rams are pinned to a

landing skid (6) at their lower end.

Each end of each panel (2) locks (7) to the lower corner fittings of the

container, so that the frame and panels are braced by the substantial structures

of the container. Actuator (8) rotates the panels between their operating

position and their cell insertion position (9).

4.3.1 OPERATING SEQUENCE

The spreader would normally be stored with the panels in their raised

position, secured by its corner fitting to a real or dummy container on the

craneship. Typical maintenance such as lubrication, verification or absorber

fluid level, gas precharge, and the like would be performed prior to use.

The hoist block from a crane would be engaged in the lifting eye of the

spreader, and the spreader controller placed in the crane cab.

A This controller enables the crane operator to chnnge the panel position,

and might also provide other functions, such as remote control of the corner

locks, or remote charging/bleeding of precharge pressure in the absorbers.

It could be hardwired or operate through a radio link.

After releasing the storage locks, the spreader is raised and the panels

erected. The spreader may then be lowered onto a container for transfer

and the upper locks engaged.

The crane will lift the container using the spreader. While the load is

moving to its placement point, the panels are lowered and the lower locks

- engage. Then the operator lowers the container onto the placement point. As

contact is made, additional hoist line is quickly verred so that subsequent

motions of the placement point and crane will not lift the container from

the deck.

4-5
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Vertical impact velocity is absorbed by the dampers connected to each leg.

A detailed description of the operation of these devices during impact is given

in Reference 11. Horizontal velocity differences are absorbed by the frictional

damping of the skids on the deck. Figure 4-2 shows the skidding distance as a

function of contact speed for various values of the coefficient of friction, for

a contact load of l-g. Since the skidding takes place during impact, the contact

iload will be more nearly 2-g's, so that the actual skidding distance should be about

one-half less than indicated on the figure. For the horizontal contact speeds

I expected (Table II, Ref. 6), the skidding distance will usually be less than

I foot and only rarely exceed 2 feet, assuming that a coefficient of sliding

friction of at least 0.3 can be maintained.

Settling of the container to the deck after impact takes less than a

second. Then the lccks can be released and the spreader lifted clear. While

the spreader is being lifted back to the next container, the legs automatically

extend and the operator returns the panels to the upright position, completing

the transfer cycle.

4.3.2 DAMPER DESIGN

The vertical impact speed of a container is mitigated with least loading

when a constant acceleration is used to negate the difference between the con-

tainer speed and the placement point. For most springs, the force is proportional

to the displacement, rather than the constant value desired. In additicn, the

energy of the impact is stored in the spring and will be released in recoil if

provision is not made for its dissipation. The device described here uses a

combination of hydraulic damping by forcing oil through fixed and variable

orifices plus compression and expansion of a gas in pressure and vacuum cylinders
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to absorb the energy of impact. Recoil of the compressed gas is limited by the

7fixed hydraulic orifice, plus bleeding of the compressed gas into the chamber

evacuated by'the impact. A detailed description of the interaction of the

Ihydraulic and pneumatic chambers is included in Reference 11.

Table 4-1 lists the physical dimensions for an absorber design. Taken

in sets of four, these will absorb the vertical shock of a 20-ton container

1 impacting at 10.5 feet per second within a 2 foot stroke. The maximum g-loading

on the container does not exceed 2. The container is slowed from 10.5 feet per

second to less than I foot per second in 0.4 seconds as the ram completes its

stroke. By 0.3 seconds later the gas pressure has reached equilibrium so that

the container may be released. Figure 4-3 shows the velocity and g-loading

history during the impact as calculated by program IMPACT, Reference 11

Table 4-1. Impact Absorber Parameters

Item Parameter Value Units

1. Cylinder Bore Diameter 7.0 Inches

2. Shaft Diameter 3.5 Inches

3. Ram Stroke 2.0 Feet

1 4. Equivalent Upper Lhamber Length 4.0 Feet

5. Gas Vent Orifice Diameter .45 Inches

6. Settling Orifice Diameter .40 Inches

7. Relief Valve Orifice Diameter 1.1 Inches

8. Gas Precharge Pressure 250 Psi

3 9 Relief Valve Pressure 550 Psi
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M
BSECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMWENDATIONS

From the results of this study, the rider block tag line system (RBTS) and

Ishock absorbing spreader bar (SASB) are promising concepts for container control

ana impact attenuation when offloading at sea using a conventional revolving boom

crane. In addition to controlling the container, the RBTS will help to absorb tie

I out-of-plane forces induced by swinging of the container or tilting of the crane

so that the boom (mainly a compression structure) continues to be loaded only in

compression rather than experiencing bending loads. Since the RBTS reduces the

j amount of boom topping, cycle time will be reduced yielding a more efficient

operation. Only slight modifications to conventional cranes would be required

Ito incorporate the RBTS. The modifications mainly consist of two winches, as-

sociated wire rope, and a special configuration of blocks.

The SASB is heavy, complex and costly in comparison to conventional spreader

ibars, but it may be lets expensive and complex than active synchronization of the
container and landing craft motion. The employment of the SASB would reduce cycle

SI time sinre the nnratn- cnuIl be less concerned with lowering the load to minimize

impact.

In order to validate the concepts herewithin reported, the following are

I recommended:

1. A critical experiment should be conducted, employing a small (50 ton)

crane outfitted with the RBTS, to demonstrate feasibility and ascertain

EI i design criteria.

2. A full-scale RBTS should be designed and fabricated for a COTS crane.

5-1
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3. The crane with the RBTS should be mounted on a representative

platform and comprehensively tested at sea.1 4. Development of the SASB should be deferred until other COTS

investigations are completed.
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DETAILS OF THE DERIVATIOP OF EQUATIONS (3-1) - (3-4)

Reference: Figure 3-1, which is reproduced as a foldot~t at the end of this Ap-

pendix for convenience (page A-9).

Given: X - the horizontal distance from the ship roll center to the con-
c

tainer suspended vertically beneath the crown block at posi-

tion 2I

Y b -the vertical distance from the ship roll center to the crown

block at position a1

L - the boom length, heel pivot to crown block

- the boom pitch, ring gear plane t3 boom axis

L - the distance between the crown block and the container hanging

beneath it

- double amplitude (i.e., total range) of ship roll

Find: H - the horizontal displa~ement of the crown block as the ship rolls

through angle 6

V - the vertical displacement of the crown block as the ship rolls

through angle 8

%H - the change in the horizontal displacement, H, that is produced

by changing the boom length by AL, i.e., using a crane with a

longer or shorter effective boom length, BUT AT THE SAME REACH,

XC

AV - the change in vertical displacement, V, produced by a change in

boom length, AL at fixed reach

U - the pendulation height produced if the ship rolls through 6 very

abruptly

A-1
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AU the sensitivity of U to changes in bowsn length, where the reach,

X C is held constant

DERIVATION:

I. H.

H is the difference between the reach, Xc when the crown block is at a1 and

the reach when the crown block is at a.

Let R be the rolling radius froci the ship's roll center to the crown block.

It is the same whether the crown block is at a1 or at a. Let 6be the angle

X -0-ac YIThen
sin = -,and cos a

Furthermore, the aagie

Xc -a 2 =~

so that the reach at a 2 is R cos (5-0).

Thus

H=Xc -Rcos (0+61.

=X R (cos acos 11-sin sin 6)

RkCos e- 2 sin8
c R

SXc (]-Cose)+-Y sin6 e

A-
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ii. V.

The vertical displacement, V, is

V = R sin (+' - b

= R (sin 8 cos 6+cos 8 sin e) Yb

X
(!b

= R cos 0 + C sin e -Yb

= Xc sin 6 - Yb (1-cos 0)

III. AH/ALIX c  constant

We have that

H = Xc (l-cos 0) + Yb sin 6

If we use a longer boom at the same reach without re-locating the crane on

the ship, then we must have the boom pitch, @ longer and Yb higher. From

Figure 3-1.

Yb Yp Lb sin 0

where Yp is the height of the boom heel pivot above the ship roll center. Using

the identity

2 2
sin 2 .+ cos =l

we can write

Ybp= Y p 1+ L -bJ cos2

if we hold and X fixed, then
X X
x -x

cos L J=
Lb

A II
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so that

YL 1 - b 

Y + L-g - (Xc-Xp)2

* We can substitute this equation for Yb in the H - equation to get

H: Xc (1-cos B) + Y +jLb 2 -(Xc-Xp)2) sin e

To get the sensitivity of H to Lb take the partial derivative:
II

6H - sine x 2Lb
6Lb 2 bLb x _ )

sin e

Lb - (Xc-X) 2

sin j

Il-iLbx2
sin

IV. AV/IILI
bX c = constant

We have

V Xc sin e- Yb (1-cos 8),
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Iand
Yb = p + Lb - (Xc-Xp)2

Thus

V X~ sine 6~Y 4+ Lb2  - x C-cos e)

As in Part III, we take the partial derivative with respect to Lb to get the

sensitivity

2V (1-cos e) Ix 1 x 2Lb2Lb2L/Lb -(X-X)

_ (1-cos 6)
sin 0

V. U

U is the difference in container height above the ship roll center when the

ship rolls abruptly, as described in the text. In an abrupt roll, the container

Iis coerced by the hoist cable to accelerate upward through a distance, V, but its
inertia delays any horizontal motion until after the instantaneous roll is

complete.

After the instantaneous roll is complete, the container swings as a pendulum

through its equilibrium position 3. Potential energy Ep = WU at position 2 is con-

verted to kinetic energy Ek - 2 at 3. Th.a potential pendulation energy,
k

E is directly proportional to the potential pendulation height, U, with the

container weight, W, being the constant of proportionality.

In an actual roll, the pendulation overlaps part of the roll time, so that

the full height U is not attained. But U is a useful, simple measure of the max-

imum energy that is available for pendulation.
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One could extend the concept to show that the maximum velocity of the con-

_tainer swinging through position 3 is given by

X =,V2 gU = 8 1JU ft/sec

The pendulation height, U, is derived as follows: If @ is the pendulation

angle shown on Figure 3-1, then

sin iP = H/Lw ,

II and

cos 1 -sin 2

or

I Cos =l - (H/Lw 2

Now

U = Lw - Lw cos ,

- =~(1 --LW  (H/Lw)2)

=Lw -Lw2- H2

Let a prime (') denote partial differentiation with respect to the effective

boom tip height, Y Then the above equation yields

L L - H H'
._- U' = Lw, W W

Since L., Y - Yc' L' 1 . Using equation (3-1) gives

H' = sin e.
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Substituting for Lw , Lw" H, and H' and then setting U' equal to zero, the

w

optimum value for the effective boom tip height is found to be

=Xc (1+sin 2  ) tan 6/2 + 2 Yc sec2

The corresponding wire length is

Lw= Xc tan e/2 + Yc l-sin2 O1.

the horizontal sway is

H =2 1XtaneH 2 IC tan e/2 + Yc cos e}l

and the minim. pendulation energy is

U(min) = (Xc tan /2 + Y) tan2 6.

Substituting for H in the general equation for U by means of equation (3-1)

gives

U (6) : Lw  l - ((-cos 6) + sin .

For small angles,

1= cos e 2 /2, and

sinO =6 , so that

( 6 () L I I -X 2+\2 [

Since the angles are assumed small already, the second order term may be

neglected, and the square root approximated by

xj -- 1- e/2, giving

A
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U Ce) L~ {~ -lYe) } or

U L e or~ eI w

Thus, for small angles of roll, the pendulation energy varies as the square of

the roll.
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APPENDIX B

SYNCHRONIZATION HORSEPOWERI
Let a container of weight, W, require a vertical compensating motion of

Y = A sin wt (B-i)

Then the velocity and acceleration of the container are

i v = A cos wt (B-2)

J a = 2A sin wt (B-3)

i The power req-ired is force times velocity

IP = F*v

= m(g+a) v (8-4)

= WA cos wt 2g sin 2wt

2

The peak power against gravity is
I

WwA
Pg =WIA, Hp= (8-5)

and the peak power against inertia is

P. = Wc.3A 2/2g. (B-6)
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